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THINKING
MATTERS
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CADDS Group is a privately owned, multidisciplinary design, drafting
and consultancy services group based in Perth, Western Australia.
That’s what we do. We are innovators, thought leaders, and solution
providers. That’s how we achieve.

We believe in discovery, design, and a world of
possibilities. That’s what motivates us.
Blue Sky Thinking is what we’re all about at
CADDS Group.
We invite you into our world.

Leadership is just a title.
It’s the behaviour that matters. Live it.
Most businesses say they’re market leaders. We get
that. But we don’t think simply saying it is enough to
help you believe, and certainly not enough for you to be
inspired to buy. At CADDS Group, we think differently.
We believe leadership is a behaviour, something you do
daily. It’s a philosophy. We constantly evolve our business
based on the understandings we get from working with
our customers. It’s grass roots stuff. We then focus our
efficiencies to deliver what we know you need. That’s how
we live and breathe leadership.

The best way to predict the future is to
invent it.
Disruption is a buzzword at the moment. At CADDS
Group, we think we’re a bit disruptive. Disruptive because
we chose to redefine the market by bringing together
a number of divergent services under one business
model. Why is that disruptive? Well, we grew tired of
silo businesses. We saw an opportunity to invent a new
way to offer thorough customer service, from concept to
completion. Our multi-disciplinary approach comes to life
through our divisions:
• Engineering Design + Certification
• Fabrication
• Architectural Drafting
• Building Compliance
• Electrical + Design
• Energy + Sustainability
• Product Innovation + Design
• Surveying.
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FROM CONCEPT
TO COMPLETION
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We pride ourselves on being a client centric business, offering industry
leading and award-winning project services to a number of distinct sectors of
the business community.

Our story tells of the relentless pursuit of improvement via
a passion for innovation. At CADDS Group, creativity and
innovation go hand in hand. We believe creativity is thinking
up new things, whereas innovation is doing new things.
Innovation for us is founded on a belief in multi-perspective
thinking. We believe in the necessity to view everything
from different angles. In doing so, we become thought
leaders, a business that drives things forward. Our version
of innovation is firmly grounded in local insights. We must
understand your needs to then seek out ways to deliver
new solutions to old problems. This approach makes real
our promise of ‘concept to completion’.

At CADDS Group, you’ll find a range of
professions delivering you better solutions:
• Project Managers
• Engineers
• Architects
• Designers
• Modellers / Draftspeople
• Structural Detailers
• Fabrication Detailers
• Energy Efficiency Assessors
• ESD Consultants
• Building Surveyors
• Product Designers
• Marketing Managers
• Graphic Designers
• IT Specialists
• Accountants
• Administrators
• Document Controllers.
Our holistic approach means when you deal with CADDS
Group, you’ll benefit from greater operational efficiencies.
CADDS Group: from concept to completion.
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THE CADDS
GROUP WAY
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For us, the values and beliefs of a business come to life via
what it does.

JOB MANAGERS

• Experienced staff both in Perth and as remote
specialists.

A demonstration of our belief in innovation is our creation
of Job Managers. A Job Manager is someone who is
exceptional at their core competency, and has developed
a business-wide understanding of how all our divisions
work together, enabling them to deliver your job. For you
as a CADDS Group business partner, it means you have
one point of contact as we deliver an integrated service
managing all aspects of your project, regardless of scope.

BIM + VDC

OFFSHORE SUPPORT

Blue Sky Thinking drives us to use cutting edge
technology to deliver efficiencies around time, effort and
costs. Our use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) as
well as Virtual Design + Construction (VDC) technologies
delivers you and your product many benefits including:

Our CADDS Group South East Asia office is another
demonstration of our belief that innovation is grounded
in understanding customer needs. Opened in 2011, our
S.E.A office is our first foray into economical design and
drafting services in an international market. We’re proud
to report this decision has significantly increased our
production capacity across all divisions, continuing our
commitment to quality of communication, integration, and
quality management / assurance.

Here’s how we do it:
• Safety always
• Cost savings via cutting edge technologies
• Best value via group synergies

• Lower risk and increased predictability
• Increased customisation and flexibility
• Increased error reduction via clash detection.
It all results in reduced fabrication and construction costs,
faster production deliverables and increased fabrication
control. Well worth it, we believe.
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SUCCESS IS
NO ACCIDENT
Logic will take you from A to B. Imagination will get you anywhere.

Belief, and the conviction it brings, is a key part of
CADDS Group.

• We are first and foremost designers. Our deep purpose
is to uncover ways to enrich lives.

Built from the belief of Alan Moody, Managing Director, and
driven by the day-to-day passion of Darren Clark, General
Manager, CADDS Group has become a market leader in
the industry. There are core beliefs that unite us across all
seven CADDS Group divisions, clearly honing our focus on
what we offer you - our business partners and clients.

• We believe in potential. It drives us to be innovators.
Through thought leadership we drive positive change.
• We believe in possibility. Every ceiling, when reached,
becomes a floor.
• We believe creativity is making connections between
things.
• We believe people are affected by their surroundings.
This leads us to take in all factors as we work.
• For us, it’s all about turnkey solutions. Let’s make it as
easy as possible.

• We believe the greatest threat on the planet is the belief
someone else will save it. We therefore believe and
practice environmentally responsible leadership.
• We don’t think people should be afraid to fail. What you
should really be afraid of is not trying.
• To us, it’s ok to doubt what you have been taught to
believe. That opening is the way change starts.
• We believe people gain purpose from their work. This
drives us to deliver with pride. It also enables us to
acknowledge excellence.
Our beliefs fuse into our everyday work practices, giving us
a deep sense of purpose.
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LEADING FROM
THE FRONT
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“I NEVER THOUGHT IN
TERMS OF BEING A
LEADER. I THOUGHT VERY
SIMPLY IN TERMS OF
HELPING PEOPLE”.
		

Alan Moody, Managing Director.

ALAN MOODY

DARREN CLARK

CADDS GROUP / CHAIRMAN

CADDS GROUP / MANAGING DIRECTOR

Alan founded CADDS Group in 1993 with extensive
experience in architectural and engineering drafting and
design. Alan’s goal was to provide a versatile ‘concept
to completion’ solution-based business appropriate for a
range of industries. Drawing on his broad experience as
a major consultant to many large mining companies, Alan
successfully executed his vision to create a multi-disciplinary
‘one stop shop’ design service, building a highly skilled
team utilising advanced software, hardware and equipment.
His innovative approach and dynamic business model
ensure the group remains highly relevant and provides
stability, consistency and optimal efficiencies for clients.

With demonstrated expertise in architectural and
engineering design drafting, Darren has been an integral
member of CADDS Group since 1996. During this time,
Darren played a pivotal role in the strategic expansion
of the group, from a small local drafting practice to
an international, multi-disciplinary consultancy with
130+ employees. With a result driven and client centric
approach, Darren has led our team in areas of site,
design and project management works, both locally
and overseas. With expert knowledge of the mining,
processing and building industries paired with heavy
project involvement over the company’s 20-year history,
Darren exemplifies the essence of CADDS Group.

Alan and Darren are ably supported by seven divisional heads of department leading their teams of 70+ staff across our
CADDS Group departments.
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LEADERSHIP
TEAM
BRENDAN JARVIS

JAMES OVERSTONE

JAMES MOODY

LUKE SCANLAN

With over 11 years at CADDS Group
progressing through industrial and
brownfields design, Project Management,
Systems Management and HSEQ
Management, Brendan as our Systems
and Processes Manager has amassed
a broad range of skills to assist our
production teams as CADDS exceed
client expectations.

James’ passion for design started early
in his career. Now with over 15 years
experience across Mining, Commercial,
Residential, Fabrication and Construction
industries, on and offsite, this welderturned designer is geared towards
efficient, innovative design. James’ positive
leadership approach, backed by a trusted
team of professionals enables James to
consistently deliver successful outcomes on
a broad range of CADDS projects.

Responsible for the continued growth
of the CADDS Group, James is a
Mechanical Engineer with design, project
and management experience gained
while living and working in remote mining
operations throughout the Pilbara. His
vision is for CADDS to maintain our high
degree of technical expertise as we
develop into new industries, geographies
and businesses.

A Chartered Construction Manager,
Luke has over 12 years experience in
construction modelling, design and
production management. His exposure
to a diverse range of design tools and
methods has given Luke the ability to
manage teams based locally or remotely
on projects across Australia, UK,
Philippines, PNG and New Zealand. Luke’s
focus is to bring the Perth experience of
CADDS to the SEA region.

SYSTEMS + PROCESSES MANAGER

ENGINEERING + DESIGN MANAGER

BUSINESS OPERATION MANAGER

S.E ASIA OPERATIONS MANAGER
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PIP SMITH

SCOTT GEERE

JEAN VAN WYK

EVAN LOGAN

Viewing Design as a collaborative process,
Pip works closely with her Architecture
clients using her knowledge and experience
to successfully guide and complete work.
With a Masters of Architecture from
Curtin University, 12 years experience
across a range of Perth and Pilbara based
residential, multi-res, commercial,
mixed-use and mining projects, Pip has
worked at CADDS since 2008 where she
works with her in-house team, trusted
consultants and clients to create and
delivery high quality clever design solutions.

Scott has extensive practical knowledge
of Local, State and Federal Government,
a proven track record in effective project
and departmental management across
various development disciplines, and
13 years of technical and management
expertise in both public and private
sectors. As a Level 1 accredited
Building Surveyor, Scott’s knowledge of
legislation includes Town Planning and
Development Act, Residential Design
Codes, Local Government Act, Building
Act & Regulations, Health Act, National
Construction Code (BCA) and referenced
Australian Standards.

With a relentless dedication to his craft,
Jean’s Diploma of Industrial Design
combined with extensive experience in
manufacturing, prototyping, plastics,
and quality control, and across
various industries including fibreglass
components for busses and boats, sand
casting, vacuum forming for point of sale,
3D tool modelling for the automotive
industry, and design and drafting for
mining, combine to springboard your
CADDS project to success.

Evan’s passion for creating energy
efficient environments and his keen eye
for identifying Environmentally Sustainable
Design building opportunities make him
a CADDS Energy Efficiency Specialist.
His Bachelor of Technology majoring in
Environmental Technology, accreditation
in Thermal Performance, and a Green Star
and NABERS assessor deliver you the
right solutions from your CADDS Energy +
Sustainability project.

MANAGER + PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT

MANAGER + PRINCIPAL CERTIFIER

PRODUCT DESIGN MANAGER

MANAGER + SUSTAINABILITY
CONSULTANT
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TURNING ORDINARY INTO
EXTRAORDINARY
Being acknowledged for excellence can sometimes be an interesting experience.

It seems some businesses go chasing awards. For
CADDS Group, receiving an award is an exceptional
external acknowledgment of how we embody our values
professionally, delivering excellence to our business
partners and clients.
We are enormously proud to say CADDS Engineering,
CADDS Architectural Drafting, and CADDS Energy are
three of our divisions that have been externally awarded by
highly regarded industry bodies.

CADDS Engineering has been acknowledged and
awarded by the Rio Tinto Supplier Recognition
Programme SRP Awards:
•	Finalist in: 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012
and 2013

CADDS Energy + Sustainability has been acknowledged
and awarded by the Urban Development Institute of
Australia (UDIA), the BDA (WA) Awards, the Master
Building Excellence Awards and the HIA Pilbara Awards:
• UDIA Winner: 2015

• Overall winner: 2008.

• BDA (WA) Winner: 2011

CADDS Architectural Drafting has been acknowledged
and awarded in the Building Designers Australia (BDS) WA
Awards, and the Australian Timber Design (ATD) awards
across their many different categories:

• Master Building Excellence Awards Winner: 2015

• BDA (WA) Winner: 2011, 2014, and 2015
• BDA (WA) Finalist: 2013, 2014
• ATD Awards Finalist: 2013.

• HIA Pilbara Winner: 2011.
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MEMBERSHIPS
+ ASSOCIATIONS
Driven by our seven divisions, our CADDS Group professional membership
and association participation is impressive:

MEMBER
BDAWA
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ENGINEERING
CADDS Engineering takes pride in delivering turnkey solutions from concept
to completion. Every job that comes across our desk is an opportunity to
deliver a better solution.

We champion your project from quality/safety audit, to
conceptual design and construction. Our capabilities in the
entire engineering design & construction life-cycle ensure
the vision for the project is successfully translated into the
requirements and most suitable solution.
We understand the pressures of the real world, and
have been successfully delivering integrated engineering
services to our clients for over 20 years. Across an
engineering design and construction project, our teams
of professionals work together applying their skills and
experience over the complete range of tasks.

Our CADDS Engineering team consist of:
• Project Managers
• Site Representatives
• Structural Engineers
• Mechanical Engineers
• Mechanical & Structural Designers
• Shop Detailers
• Fabricators.
We approach projects holistically, ensuring each project
provides the most suitable solution in the most efficient
manner.
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FABRICATION
At CADDS Fabrication, we’ve grown a reputation as the metal
fabrication specialists for the mining, construction and engineering
industries. And just like the steel structures we fabricate, our
commitment to absolute quality outlasts generations.

Our promise is simple - if you need metal, we’ve
got the mettle to get the job done. No matter what
your project demands, you can rely on CADDS
Fabrication to engineer a precise solution.

CADDS Fabrication specialises in:

It’s all in the way we work. As part of CADDS Group,
we’re able to view your project from more than just
a fabrication perspective. Instead, we work closely
with our engineering and design divisions, drawing
on their experience and insights to reveal intelligent
manufacturing methods.

• Maintenance solutions

• Structural steel
• Access platforms & walkway systems
• Safety guarding & protection
• Chutes, impact plates & modifications
• Transport frames / workshop stands
• Engineered lifting devices
• Custom mechanical equipment.

It all adds up to the most cost-effective solutions
tailored to your unique requirements.

FABRICATION
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THE FULL SERVICE
At CADDS Group, we’re deliberately
set up to offer the full engineering
design & construction service,
from concept to completion. Let us
take care of your project from one
convenient point of contact.

Our professionals benefit from working together in-house,
integrating their skills and experience over the entire job
scope, from the quality/safety audit, through to conceptual
design, construction and project management.
For us, it means we have the control needed to eliminate
errors that come through briefing different contractors. For
you, it means complete peace of mind knowing the vision
for your project will be successfully translated into the best
solution possible.
It all adds up to reduced fabrication and construction costs,
faster production deliverables and increased quality control.
That’s the power of CADDS Group.

Audits

Design / Engineering

Fabrication / Manufacture

Our CADDS Engineering services consists of:
• Brownfield Design Specialist
• Structural, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
• Shop Detailing & Construction Modelling
• Animations & Rendering of concepts or
completed designs
• Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) Analysis
• Load rating certification and WLL
• Industrial/Product Design & Fabrication
• Surveying and 3D Scan services available from
regional office locations.

Project Management
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ARCHITECTURAL
DRAFTING
At CADDS Architectural Drafting, our unique integration of services will make
your project run like clockwork. Cleverly combining architects, draftspeople,
engineers, energy assessors and building surveyors in-house, we’ve got the
tools to design and project manage any job.

With CADDS Architectural Drafting, you get the boutique
architect experience at the price tag of a project
homebuilder. This means more time is spent perfecting
your design knowing your project will be delivered on
schedule and under budget, to the highest of standards.
The right tools for the job.
CADDS Architectural Drafting specialises in:
• Drafting support services
• Bespoke home designs
• Multi residential developments
• Commercial & mixed use developments
• Mining & industrial projects.

CADDS Architectural Drafting also features an in-house
rendering team, CADDS Rendering. We’re here to turn your
ideas into stunning digital masterpieces locally, eliminating
the hassle of offshore outsourcing. No more blown-out
deadlines, inflated costs and overly complicated processes
- we cut to the chase to provide a simple, swift and
thorough service, all while meeting the relevant Australian
Standards, the BCA and other legislative requirements.
CADDS Rendering offers the full suite of project
visualisation services:
• Photorealistic renders
• Flythrough animations
• Stylised floor plans for marketing
• Virtual Reality (VR) models.
• 2D DWG files modelled into 3D.
We work with most 3D model formats, including Revit,
ArchiCAD, SketchUp and MicroStation.
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COMPLIANCE
At CADDS Compliance, lateral thinking is a key characteristic of what we do
to help you. It’s crucial we see things you may not. Part of what we do is think
early. And proactively.

There are huge cost benefits to you for this. Planning
early, and effectively, incurs approximately 5% of your total
budget, yet impacts a huge 65% of the overall project
cost. By acting in this way, we focus on benefits for you.

PRIVATE SERVICE PROVISION
After the 2011 change to state government compliance
legislation, CADDS Compliance is now a private provider
of consultancy and certification services to public and
private businesses. There are two directions you can take
with the services we provide for you:

Deem To Satisfy:
• We’ll identify the minimum solutions needed for your
project to comply with the BCA.
Performance Solution:
• This is our specialty, where we draw on a thorough
understanding of precedences to deliver more innovative
and constructive design solutions.
We understand the outcome is to have your project
certified and approved with council. Our focus at CADDS
Compliance is to make the process as simple as possible.
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
CADDS Electrical Engineering are electrical engineers and
designers offering electrical design services.

Our specialties lie in the mining, industrial, commercial and
residential sectors where our team works across new and
existing projects.

You can use CADDS Electrical Engineering for projects
that include:

Our focus on creating connections comes from what
we believe. We’re built on a belief in service. Our
technical knowledge, experience and expertise are
tools to deliver what you need. We provide thorough,
comprehensive documentation that demonstrates a
fundamental understanding of the original design intent,
but also presents information that is tailored to all project
stakeholders and disciplines.

• Energy efficient design

• Electrical design & drafting
• Electrical product design
• Electrical engineering certification
• Substation, MCC & instrumentation panel design
• PLC Logic design & I/O configuration
• As-built verification & checking of new / existing works
• Microstation / AutoCAD
• Control Systems.
We’re focused on maximising upfront and ongoing cost
and energy efficiencies around equipment specifications,
along with efficiencies at all stages of design work. Come
in and see us: let’s see how we connect.
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ENERGY
+ SUSTAINABILITY
CADDS Energy + Sustainability has a deep belief in, and passion for the
kind of sustainability that does things now to benefit our individual and
collective future.

There are some pretty scary stats out there about the
changing impact we’re having on the environment.
Buildings currently consume 32% of the world’s resources,
12% of the world’s fresh water and up to 40% of its
energy (Environmentally Sustainable Buildings: Challenges
and Policies, OCED Report, 2003). At CADDS Energy
+ Sustainability, we provide environmentally sustainable
design consultation for Australian residential and
commercial building sectors. Our focus is to deliver energy
management plans with:
• Best practice environmentally sustainable design
• Energy modelling via computer simulation software
• Opportunities for increased ESD efficiencies based on
technical experience and practical solutions.

We work with you ensuring relevant elements of the
Building Code of Australia (BCA) are adhered to. We also
work with architects, developers and local government
during early design stages providing guidance on how a
more environmentally sustainable building solution can be
developed.
That way we sleep easy knowing we’re putting our best
foot forward for the future of our children.
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PRODUCT INNOVATION
+ DESIGN
CADDS Product Innovation + Design gets to see a pretty
cool side of humanity in our clients. They’re people who want to add
something to the world. We love that, it’s inspiring.

At CADDS Product Innovation + Design, we believe
nothing is impossible. Our purpose is making dreams
real. Your dreams. We’re proud to say we offer you the
complete innovation and design experience. We’ll guide
you step-by-step through each stage of the process
offering knowledge and expertise. You can rest easy
knowing we will satisfy all Australian and New Zealand
standards, including the provision of supporting quality
controlled documents.

Here’s a snapshot of what we are experienced in:
• Industrial design, fabrication + manufacturing
• Structural + mechanical engineering
• Reverse engineering
• 3D scanning + modelling + 2D drafting
• 3D presentation renders, animations, 3D printing,
CNC prototypes + testing
• Experience in all manufacturing processes
• Production quality control using military standard.
With CADDS Product Innovation + Design it’s all about
improving overall quality of life. Let’s do it together.
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SURVEYING
At CADDS Surveying, accuracy is everything. It’s an obsession. We use the
latest surveying instrumentation and software to quickly collate data providing
you the highest accuracy in the shortest turnarounds possible.

Whatever your project size, you’ll find us on-site or in the
office working hard to get optimal outcomes. We clearly
and concisely document everything we learn for future
reference and scrutiny. Our process assures you get the
right result, every time.
Our work will help you see things in completely new ways.
We use 3D laser scanning, wear analysis, 3D modelling,
global positioning systems and total station & digital level
for on-site services across all sorts of projects.

Our modern technology and obsession with accuracy is
helping industries get more out of their projects. We’ll open
your eyes to new possibilities for:
• Architects
• Engineers
• Councils
• Mine sites
• Civil & Structural Contractors.
Highly detailed surveying solutions, at low prices, and fast
turnarounds. That’s CADDS Surveying.
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IT ALL
ADDS UP AT
CADDS GROUP
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CADDS Group is a privately owned, multi-disciplinary
design and consultancy group based in Perth, Western
Australia. We’ve redefined the market by bringing
seven services together under one roof to share
insights, technology and knowledge.

By examining design projects from an array of angles, we’re discovering innovative new
ways to solve old problems. We’re innovators, discoverers, thought leaders. All of us.
The engineers, the architects, the surveyors, draftspeople, and energy assessors. And
we’re all here for the same reason – to find the best solution. So when we view your
project, we’re seeing it through the eyes of a range of professions – on site with you,
regardless of location.
It all adds up to bigger cost savings, faster deliverables, and enhanced project control,
from concept to completion.

Unit 12, 20 Sustainable Avenue, Bibra Lake WA 6163
P (08) 9418 8665 F (08) 9418 8557 E info@cadds.com.au
ABN 79 060 988 767

cadds.com.au

